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At the Leeting of the NATO Combat Clothing and Equipment Working
Party hold in Copenhagen 23-2 June 1970, the U.S. delegate was given
the responsibility of preparing and forwarding a questionnaire on
protective headgear to each NATO member. This task was incorporated
into the U.S. Army Materiel Command Five Year Personnel Armor Syste
Technical Plan which expanded the scope of the survey to include other
than NATO Countries.

This report tabulates and summarizes the questionnaires received
from participating countries, as well as the data received from other
non-classified sources.

The author wishes to thank personnel in the countries involved ror
their excellent cooperation in forwarding the questionnaires promptly
It is hoped that this report will copnsate for their time and effort.
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IN2PDRTO ETV:M "RO NATO AND OTHER COUNTRE uS A
[ I INTRODUCTION:

In the report of the meeting of the N.,TO Combat Clothing and
Equipment Working Party held in Copenhagen 23-26 June 1970, the US
delegate was given the responsibility of composing and forwarding a
questionnaire on protective headgear to each N TO member. (.nnex N.

i Action List. Serial 16) This task was incorporated into the U3 Arr ;

Materiel Command Five-Year Personnel Armor System Technical Plan which
expanded the scope of the survey to include other than NATO Countries.

The participating countries include: Austr, ' ,ip. Belgium., Cnr,
Demnsrk, France, Germany, Greece. Netherlands. Norway, Italy, Unitee,
Kingdot, and The United States of America.

This report presents the results of the questionnaires received
as of this date, and the US. Army Natick Laboratories will updqte this
report annually if warranted. The updated annexes will be distributed
to all participating countries.

The report is divided into eight sections as follows: Section II
Infantry Helmets; Section II, Flight Helmets; Section III, Combat
Vehicle Crewmen Hel.iets; Section IV, Parachutist's Helmets; Section V,
Other Protective Headgear; Section VI, Ballistic Methods and Data;
Section VII, New Developments on Protective Headgear; and Section VIII,
Past and Present Helmets of Other Countries.

Since the methods of determining ballistic resistance differed so
greatly from country to country, it was not practicable to report
ballistic data in tabular form with other results of the questionnaire.
Therefore, the ballistic methods and data were extracted from the
questionnaire responses and are reported independently in Section VI.

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of this report is to present the latest and universal
state-of-the-art in protective headgear technologj and helmet suspension
system design.

Preceding page blank



SECTION I

INFTRY HELMETS

Table I presents the results of the questionnaires on infantry
helmets. It is to be noted that five other countries use the United
States M-1 Steel Shell and Liner. These countries are ..ustrtli-),

Belgium, Canada, Greece, and Norway.

Of the seven countries reporting distinct infantry helmets five
countries have helmets of the same general silhouette; niunely Denmark,
France, Germany, Netherlands, and the United States. They differ

slightly in some contours and presented target area but generally
resemble each other in silhouette (See Figures I-i, 1-2, 1-3. 1-5 and
1-7). Italy and the United Kingdom, however, have helmets which are

quite distinctive from those of other nations and fro. each other (See
Figures 1-4 and 1-6).

Liners are used in the helmet systems by only four nations.
Germany has a fixed liner-suspension combination whereas Denmark,
France, and the United States -.e separate and removable liners.
The USA. M-1 liner, compression t -lded from resin bonded ballistic
nylon is the only liner that prc,-,ides significant increased ballistic
protection to the helmet system.

Overall wel ght of the medium size helmet systems range frn.. 1140
grems for the Italian model to 1500 grams for the French. The four
nations using liners report an overall weight within 100 grams of each
other. Except for Denmark which reported "no complaints" from the
field for their helmet system, all other nations expressed a troop
preference for a lighter helmet.

Apparently all nations address the problem of transient deforma-
tion and/or denting o their helmet system because all report a helmet
"off-set" i.e., distance of inneraojt surfnce of the helmet or liner
from the head. The "off-set" distances range from 15 to 24 mim.

All countries except Denmark report nornal field of vision (90
or more) horizontally to the left and right and vertically down.Denmark reports 45 0 horizontally to the left and the right. Most

countries report the field of vision vertically up to be 450 or more

except the United States and Denmark which report 15 and 20 degrees,

respectively.
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The most prominent problem or complaint registered by troops is
that the helmet is too heavy and lacks stability. This complaint is
prevalent over the entire weight range of the helmet systems.

The suspension systems for infantry helmets are of two basic
designs with modifications. The two bp.sic designs are the six point
cradle suspension with adjustable headband as used in the A M-l
helmet liner, and the presized rigid headband covered with leather as
in the case of the German and Italian helmets or the utilization of
a knitted sock as in the British helmet.

2 : The six point cradle suspension is used by Denmark and France in
&,(Wtion to the other countries using the EA. M-1 helmet and liner.
Denm.ark' s suspension is identical to that cf the M-1 and the French
Is similar except that a draw string is used at the apex of the suspen-
sion f,7r head height adjustability.

It should be noted that the six point cradle suspension now
classified Standard A by the United States Army is a removable system.
Six clips ar, attached (equally spaced) to the suspension; corresponding
studs are affixed to the nylon liners, (See Figure I-lb). The
advantages of the removable suspension system are: easier fit and
adjustment outside of the liner; and a capability for removing and
washing the suspension and the ease of replacement of the suspension
as a unit.

The presized rigid headband suspension system as used in the
German infantry helmet consists of the following:

A polyethylene skull clip approximately 5m thick is affixed to
the center of the crown of the steel shell by means of a bolt and
threaded washer. An expanded rubber pad, approximately 7.5 cm diameter
is attached to the skull cap to protect the head from the bolt
attaching assembly. Five evenly spaced polyethylene strips approximately
5.5 cm long extend from the edge of the skull cap and to which is
attached a 19 mm wide spring steel headband. This headband can be
adjusted in back by a stud and slot arrangement to provide three
increments in sizing. The steel headband is covered with leather
which extends to form the head cover. Head height is adjusted by
means of a draw string at the apex of the leather head cover. Additional
padding is provided at the headband by means of a thin (3 mm) layer of
expanded polyurath-ine adhered to the leather.

The Italian infantry helmet has a non-adjustable spring steel
headband which is covered with leather similar to that of the German,
with a draw string height adjustment at th' apexand additional padding
is provided at the headband by means of a felt material. The
suspension system is attached to the steel shell by riveting to a
second steel band which extends about three-fourths of the way around
the inside of the helmet (open in front) and approximately 7.5 cm up

3



from the back rim of the helmet. Five steel strips extend from tils
band to which the spring steel headband is attached.

The infantry helmet submitted by the United Kingdom uses a
presized rigid headband fabricated of expanded rigid plastic to which
is attached a knitted nylon sock for the head cover. The suspension
system is attached to the steel shell at the crows by means of a
lift-the-dot fastener which secures a vulcanized fiber "spider".
The six legs of the "spider" extend down and are fastened to the
headband by means of the lift-the-dot fasteners. Foamed plastic
wedges are attached to the end of each leg which keeps the headband
a given distance from the sides of the helmet.

Nations using the six point cradle suspension system which
provides universal fitting issue only one helmet large enough to
cover all heads.

Germany, on the other hand, provides three sizes of helmets,
each with a headband adjustable to three sizes, thus providing a nine
size fitting system. Italy issues one size helmet with the headband
fitted to the individual soldier. The United Kingdom has one size
helmet and seven presized headbands.
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Figure I -la

Denmrk
Infantry Helmet (Front)
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France
Infanvy Hlmet Side
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Figure I -2b

France

~ I Infantry Helmet (Inside)
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Figure I 3a
Gernviny

Infantry Ifelinet (Front)
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Figure I -3c

Germany
Infintry HIelmet (Inside)
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Figure 1 51)

Net herlands
Infantry Helmet (Side)
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Figure I -5c

Netherlands
Infnntry Helmet (Inside Shell)
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Figure I -5d

Netherlands
Infantry Helmet (Inside Liner)
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Figure I 7a
U. S. A.

Infatntry :ieltnet (Side)
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headgear -as-worn br ,pilt a 0 cre 0-0 f heiotr M cdwn
aircraft. -~ - counddties intiftpt the" fit hlita prann
to airboneor iparatroops andthrorddntfwrdiomtonn
Proteiv headear an- worn w pilots amd crews. C6osquetly, this
deficienc In the 'questionnaire resulted in the many gaps reflected In
"-able nI.

It in hoped that specific informationi on protective headgear as
utilized by pilots and crews of helicopters and fixed- wing aircraft
will be aesimlated and forwarded to the US Army Natick Laboratories
for inclusion in the annual update of this report.
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COMBAT VAIMEI C4WM M

Table III shows that Australia, Canada, Greece Norway and the
United States use or are evaluating the U.S.A.-CVC Helmet.

Denark is evaluating the Amplivox-Military Helmet Type DA 268
which is of British origin.

France uses the Toutes Axmes helmet with a radlo-vehicle liner.
The liner (See Figure i1-1) is designed with ear cut-outs to make it
compatible with ear phones and other communication equipment. The
liner with suspension system weighs 425 grams and is injection molded
of polyamide. The suspension used in the radio-vehicle liner is the
sme 6-point cradle system as used in the infantry helmet liner Model
1951. The liner is provided with i 12.5 mm wide leather chin strap
adjusted by means of a sliding pressure clip.

The CVC Helmet presently used by Germany is a close fit fabric
helmet padded with expanded polyurethane with a weight of 480 grams
(See Figure 1i1-2). The ear phone receptacles tire made of plastic and
are hinged at the top by means of cotton webbing. The receptacles are
capable of being lifted and snapped on top of the head by means of
fabric tabs, thus exposing the ears. The chin strap is of 19 mm wide
cotton webbing that snap fastens on one side and is ad.'ustable on the
other side by means of a double "D" ring assembly. The helmet is
available in ten sizes.

The Italian vulcanized cotton fiber helmet is a relatively close
fitting helmet (See Figure III-3a, b, c). The leather suspencion system
permits head height adjustments by means of a draw string at the apex
of the leather head cover. Limited adjustment is provided at the back
of the helmet by means of an elasticized strap and snap fasteners which
draws the helmet in towards the nape of the head. The helmet weighs
725 grams, permits normal vision, and is available in three sizes.

The Netherlands CVC Helmet is a close fitting, injection molded,
polypropylene unit that weighs 210 grams but has a surfae area of only
250 square centimeters. One size helmet is issued and fitting is
accomplished by adjustable straps in front and back as well as via the
adjustable chin strap. This helmet is not liked by the troops primarily
because of its non-military appearance.

i5



Thei-ted Kingdoma a AV Cie man's helmet prsent4y unde evauation

ofer f ull c over ae oftehead a prviecousonptctn but
limited bialitib -,protecti :on. Th.elme Weih 136 -grams and-the
outer * surface, areais estimated -as 1650 aqu cenimeters. The hemet

is dsiged o mantan a35 "ad-ft- Th, helmet restricts
hoirizontal visio~n to 26.5 0-left and-riightrespectively.

The, Ubited: States CW'2He1met is bag aolded- of- ballistic. nlon
fabic i~eate ~wth odiiedphenolicri. " -A ihs 1250%gram.

and te ouer srfa i are is 1310b square centimeters. -It is -designed
to-accodt ac6inunication wbxnthi. lef ie -oth helmet -(set
Figu re 1116). 'The suspensiiii ion asiiim, _a six- poihty cradle -assembly,
maintains a Minimum of 19 m "head off-set"'. the field of vision
horizont ally is 900P left and right respectively. However, verticle
vision upadi etitdto 25 . h emtoffers limited ballistic

protctin. Athogh this helmet is accepted in the field. t ao
deficiencies, are ineffective noise attenuation and incompatibility

P", ~ with fire control and sighting devices. ..The helmet is issued in three
sizes.IiE
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Figur II I
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Figure III-2
Germany

CVC Helmet
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Figure II 3a
Italy

CVC Helmet (Front)
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Netherlands
CVC Helmet (Inside)
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SECTZCE IV

PAEACNUTXST UIJW.M

Table IV presents the data on Parachutist helmets submitted by
four nations; Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United Stntes.

The German airborne steel helmet shell is the same as that used by
the German infantry. The suspension system consists of a polyethylene
ring approximately 31 m wide and 4 =u thick at the base tapering to
about 1.5 m across the width of the ring. This ring fits the inside
circumference of the steel shell in a plane approximately 2.5 am from
the rear center rim. To this ring are riveted three non-aivustable
suspension straps 40 =i wide which effectively provides a six point
head retainin suspension. The head cover cons0ists of e stiff leather
band covered with a flexible soft leather that is ad.ustable for height
by means of a draw string at the apex. The headband is spaced away
from the polyethylene ring by ten foam rubber pads. The pads are
adhered to the leather headband and laced to the polyethylene ring by
means of a plastic mono-filament. The pads are 34 mm square and are
9 mm thick (4 pads) in the rear of the helmet and 13 mm thick (6 pads)
in the frout portion of the helmet.

Four spring steel attacnent tabs are riveted to the polyethylene
ring and the ring is attached to the steel shell by means of nuts and
bolts, one attachment on each side and two attachments in the back of
the helmet.

The leather chin strap consists of two straps that cross in the back
and attach to each side of another strap going under the chin. The
straps are attached to the steel shell on the same four bolts that hold
the suspension system. (See Pigure IV-l). The helmet is issued in
three sizes and the suspension system in ten sizes.

The Italian parachutist's helmet (See Figure IV-2a. b, c, d) consists
of a steel shell with a steel band covered with padded lenther and
riveted to the shell in four places. The leather extends towards the crown
in eight symmetrical petal-like sections. Each section is backed with
about 28 mm thick foam plastic padding. The crown has a 13.7 cm diametor
foam plastic pad which is approximately 4 cm thick at the apex. A 12.5
cm rolled pad is affixed to the front edge of the helmet. The chin cup
assembly attaches to the steel band by means of a three pont attachmenf.
The helmet weighs 1150 g and is estimated to have a 980 cm surface area.

49



heOlmet moddfrau ein banded ballistic' -Alos(e ite1-) h
weet aii 1000 £i fnd h s urnfc re of .u0o C02. mhe helmet is

clos fitin eMpaded ~ith~pede~oiytyrne.The 11ad off-net"
is ainqd~sd t 3 m.Noszonal Iiois rpted as 310 left and

ight respectively.: This hebet w Iibised in 7or 8 sizes.

TheUnitedtates use 1steeil ~hen th &Tpen nlon
parachuti-tclin. sTheTp Ildfem fo h yiIb

addition :of- a hnsrp sebythtf -san Orencup, at the chin
(Oee Pgine 17-4). The strap -is attached to the 1ine at the ear areain "y ahon. Awkies Are attahed t6~h le0 fte9y t  ohc
the 6oe chncpIn fastened. Tbe ohii cup has fouri eyeletsi on each
side for adjustment. The chin strap on the Xl steel shell has an
extension whAich Osps to, the inside' of 'the' liner seicuring the helinet
and liner toigether. The suspension system is the same six point
cradle and nape strap assembly as- used in the U-l Infantry Helskit.
The helmet and liner are issued in one size.
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Figure IV-1
Germany

Paratrooper's Helmet (Inside)
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Figure IV -2a

Italy
Paratrooper's Helmet (Front)
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Figure IV -21)

P.ratrooper's Helmet (Side)
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SECTION V

01M PROMCTMVE HLOD

CANADA

Figures V-la and V-lb represent Par.-rescue helmet submitted by
Canada. The helmet is fabricated of fiber reinforced plastic, weighs
approxi~ately l200g and the outer surface area is estimated as

1125 cm4. The head off-set is reported as 6m. Vision is normal in
all directions. No problems are reported with this helmet. The
helmet is not designed to provide ballistic protection. Canada
reported that their troops find this helmet very acceptable. The
helmet is close fitting and is provided in individual sizes.

XMIERLADS

A riot helmet sent by the Netherlands is depicted in Figure V1-2.
Unfortunately, the questionnaire with the data on this helmet was
not received. The helmet appears to be an all plastic item and to
be individually sized.

UNTED STATES OF AMERICA

)igures V-3a and V-3b show a spin-molded polycearbonate helmet
(0.25= thick) used with the Explosive Ordinance Disposal Ensemble.
The helmet is 32.5cm in diameter; weighs 1360g and is attached to the
ensemble by a 30cm diameter neck ring.
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Figure I L

a Canada
Para-Rescue Helmet (Front
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Figure V -2a

Net herlands
Riot Helmet
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Figure V -2b

Netherlands
Riot [flitet (Side)
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Figure V -2c
Net herlands

Riot Helmet (Inside)
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SECTION VI

BALLISTIC NODS AND DATA

A. Blgum

Method: - The lightest helmets will be chosen for test. The
testot be done in the installations and with approval of the
administration. The helmets to be tested will be completely finished.
Two projectiles having the ballistic characteristics defined below
will be fired at each helmet at a place to be designated by the
receiver. No perforation or complete fracture of the plate will be
permitted. The degree or depth of impact, measured by means of i
gauge will not be more than 38 mm, only impacts found to be more
than 5 cm from the lower edge on the front of the helmet and more
than 2.5 cm from the lower edge of the sides will be taken into
consideration. The validity of the tests, the acceptance or rejec-
tion of the lot will be in accordance with and conforn to the fol o'ing:

Criteria: - No perforations or complete fracture of the
helmet - depth to be no more than 38 mm.

Resul.ts: - Infantry Helmet - passes

Effects of Firing V 220 m/sac V 222 m/sec

perforations or complete Valid test lot rejected Test not valid
tears or lacerations or
penetrations greater
than 38 mm.

no perforations, no Test not valid Test valid
complete tear or Lot accepted
lacerations, no penetra-
tions greater than 38 mm.

If the tests prove to be non valid, one will utilize ad ditional
helmets just at the point of obtaining a number of valid impacts.

Ballistic characteristics of the bullet utilized: lead bullet
with a copper jacket (or case) - caliber .45 (11.45 mm) - Weight-
230 grains (14.9 g).
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B. Demark

Method: The shooting test is carried out at a distance of 5 mm
with pistol M/49 (Neuhausen); ammition with the following data is
used:

Caliber:* 9w cartridge M/41
Projectile: Lead core with brass-jacket
Weight of Projectile: 8.5 p.
Striking Velocity: 310 m/sec.
Xmpat Velocity: 41.5 kg./m/

Criteria: No cracks or penetrations must occur, and impression

depth must not exceed 30 mm.

Results: Infantry Helmet - passes

C. rance

No method subhitted

D. Germ=

Method: The helmet is fired at from a range of 5 m using an
autoi.atc pistol USX, Caliber 9mm soft core.

Criteria: Impact energy 62 Kg4 - 3 Kwn

Results: Infantry Helmet - passes
Parachutist's helmet - passes
Combat Vehicle Crewman - no requirements

E. Italyv

Method: The helmet is subjected to the fire of an automatic
Baret~tacbine, Caliber-' 9nmn, Model 4 modified, with cartridge for
a regular bullet Caliber 9m. Weight of bullet: 7.45 grains. For

shots fired at the brim area, the impact energy shall be 26.6-29.6 Kpn.
For shots fired at the top and sides of the helmet the impact energy

shall be 29-32.5 Kp.

Criteria.: There will be no dent exceeding 15 mm depth, nor

cracks nor penetration.

Results: Infantry Helmet - passes
Parachutises Helmet - passes
CW Helmet - No requirement (impact Only 1 Kg - 3A)
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F. United Kingdom:

Method: Ballistic limits (V,) are determined in accordanqe with the,
method outlined for the ballistic mothod of the U.S.A.

Criterion: V .limits at zero obliquity for 17 grain fragment
simul ator 5

Results: Infantry Helmet - 1000 ft/sec (Ballistic requirements are
not specified in Specification since the stecl and thickness are' specified).

ANV Helmet - 89C .,/ec
Parachutist Helm-- - 1130 ft/see

G. United States of America

M ethod:

1. ObDetive-: To determine ballistic resistance of f'rcment.tion
protective materials with Caliber .2 17-grain Dragent simulator.

a. Gun mount - The gun mount must be suitable for firing
the Caliber .22 gun.

b. Test sample mounting - The armor test sampe shell be

mounted in a frame. The armor test sample shall be secured in the
vertical position, perpendicular to line-of-flight of projectile. The
frame supports and clamps must be capable of retainfg the sample ,nd
withstanding the shock resulting from -he ballistic impact. The test
sample mounting must be capable of adJustment for moving the sample in
the vertical or horizonts1 dire..ions so that the point of imract canbe located anywhere on the sample, and rotation on the vertical ,Cxis so

that zero degree obliquity Impacts can be achieved anywhere on the
sample.

c. Weapon - A Caiber .22 weapon shrll be used.

d. Projectile - The projectile to be used in Crliber .2c
fra~pent simulator.

a. Witness Plate - The witness plote sh,-11 be '1024T3 or
2024-T4 aluminun afloy sheet, 0.020-inch thick and shall be a mir;mum
of 11 X 14" In size•
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f. Velocity measuring eqi1p'ent

(1) Chronograph - an electronic counter type
chranograph measuring to at least the nearest microsecond.

(2) Detectors - Either high-velocity limbnline
screens, or electrical contact screens which either open or close an
electric circuit by passage of the projectile through the detector.

g. Propellant - Any propellant which is standard for the •
weapon may b used. A projectile velocity - propellant charge curve
for the weapon shall be determined before ary testing is performed.
This curve is required to provide a basis r selecting a powder cherge
to achieve a desired velocity.

3. Procedure:

a. Areal density must have been previously determined on
the test samples before they are tested ballistically.

b. e test round i1l be fired through a witness plate
to determine the exact position of impact. Three additional rounds
shall be fired verifying the iipropriate projectile velocity-propellant
chargy curve for the weapon being used. The last or these rounds shall
%e at the estimated V, limit for the sample being tested and shall be

called the reference elocity and the charge the reference charge.
Irom the curve, the increments to and decrements from the referenced
propellant charge to yield approximate velocity chungis, at the
referenqe velocity of 100 ft/sec and 50 ft/sec shell be determined
and recorded. These shall be the only increments used during test.

7 c. The sample is mounted, the point of impact and
obliquity is determined.

d. The first round is loaded with the reference propellent
charge and fired into the sample, and the reading on the chronograph
recorded. The velocity is computed and recorded.

e. The witness plate is examined for penetration. A
complete penetration is recorded whou any light can be seen through the
witness plate. If no light is visible through the witness plate, a
partial penetration is recorded.

f. If the first round fired yields a complete penetration,
for the second round use a propellant charge equal "to that of the first
minus the propellant decrement for 50 to 100 ft/sec in an attempt to
obtain a partial penettation. If the first round yields a partial
penetration, use propellant charge for the second round equal to that
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of the first round plus a propellant increment for 50 to 100 ft/sec in

an attempt to obtain a complete penetration.

.g. Continue firing using this up (on partial penetration)
and do (on 6oplete penetration) method until at least five complete
and five partial penetrations having a velocity spread not greater than
12.5 ft/sec is obtained.

h. The ballistic limit (1750) is calculated by taking the
arithmetic mean of the five lowest velocities producing complete
penetration and the Pve highest velocititis producing partial penetrations,
provided the velocity spread for the ten rounds is not greater then
125 ft/sec.

Criterion: V limits at zero obliquity for 17 grain frapent
siaulator. 50

Results: Infantry helmet V * 1350 ft/sec

Steel shell IV a50 ft/sec
Nylon liner 1 80 ft/sec
Flight helmet - No requirement
CVC helmet V - l0P5 ft/sec
Parachutist' helmet V 1350 Ct/sec

05
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SECTION VII

NEW DEVELOPMMS ON POTECTIVE HMADAR

A. Australia

Infantr, Helmet: Development is being carried out on a one-piece
helmet to replace the current infantry steel helmet and liner combina-
tion (U.S.A. X-1). This is based on 14, 15, or 16 layers of ballistic
nylon, laminated similarLy as the current liner (U.S.A. M-1). Fifty
samples are on order. These will be tested ballistically using the
fragnent simulator, grenades and mortar bombs. Trial was expected to
be completed in 1971. No results are available for inclusion in this
report.

B. Germy

CVC Helmet: Development work on q superior combat vehicle crewman's
helmet is being carried out with great urgency. So far, no concrete
results have been achieved in that the future type of helmet has not
yet been defined. Concepts as described below are under development
at the present time:

1. Flexible-type head protection for tank crews, i1th leather
outer skin and a plastic shell to reduce the Japac-t of blows and shocks.
The liner is made of textile material and will be manufactured in
individual head sizes.

2. Rigid-type head prote tion for tank crews, though with flexible
outer skin made of composite material sheet metal and polyurethane
foam.

3. Orders have been placed for modela with a liner adaptable to all
head sizes, as customary with protective helmets used in industry, and
for models with specific head sizes.

4. Rigid-type head protection with a calotte of polycarbonate,
whose liner is adaptable to several head sizes.

5. Individual size models with a plastic liner and models with a
textile liner will be manufactured during the smmer. It is expected
that all prototype models will be available by mid-1971, at the
earliest. After this date, the decision will be made as to which of the
concepts will be chosen to manufacture models for use in service trials
and, later on, for adoption by the German ArAed Ybrces.
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HelmtCombat (Infantry):

1. A03lication: The combat helmet is designed for use by all arms
and services primarily in a ballistic protection role.

2. Physical Characteristics: The Quartermaster Materiel Require-
ment under which this helmet is being developed calls for the following
militfiy physictl characteristics:

a. Provide at least the ballistic protection against fragnentp.-
tion weapons afforded by the present helmet.

b. Provide optimum coverage to the occipital and brain stem
areas while allowing for dorsiflection of the neck sufficient for
aiming in the prone position.

c. Not interfere with close combat activities, vision and
hearing.

d. Suitable for use by parachutists and therefore ns light .s
possible in order not to Wravate head whip.

e. Susjpenet.on system must hold the helmet firmly in place
during violent movement, be comfortible in all climAtic conditions,
have the necessary resilience, and provide a suitable clearance between
the skull and helmet. The weight is to be as low as possible to afford
the required protection, but must not exceed two pounds. The helmet will
be brimless and of one piece construction.

2. Operating Characteristics: The combat helmet is designed Por
use primarily in a ballistic protection role. It will afford the
optimum of bump and ballistic protection compatible with weight lirmitrn-
tionb while allowing efficient performance of duties. The helmet will
be suitable for use by parachutists and will be designed so as not to
aggravate head whip.

3. Brief History and Current Status: The combat helmet is being
developed under United Kingdom uartermoster Materie 1 Requirement No. 320.
The original work in the ares of a lightweight, pro.ective helmet .rs
zaccorplisa)d under QO., No. 195 which required a helmet providing
optimum ballistic protection Pgainst fragments primarily, and small
arms secondarily; optimum coverage for protection of. craniun, forehead,
temples and back of neck; non-interference with close combat activities,
use of weapons, vision or hearing; suspension system which would hold
the helmet firmly in place tt all times; and of one or two piece construc-
tion to , ag not more than two and one-half poundt. The initial
develoyment in this area was a preliminary pilot model designed principally
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to obtain user reactions to a change in the shape of the shell. It
consisted of a fiberglass inner shell fitted into a steel outer shell.
Tests of this pilot model concluded that the design did not obstruct
the view of the wearer nor was the helmet impeded by equipment. A
working.party was established in 1962 to consider future developments
and to make recommendations on the required characteristics of the new
helmet. Since very large stocks of the current U.K. helmet were on
hand, this project was designated as very long range. No further
action was taken until 1967 when the U.K. initiated a feasibility
study in this area. This st'idy included: (a) survey of efforts by
other ABCA countries; (b) evaluation of ballistic materipls; and (c)
head wound surveys. In 1968, the Stores and Clothing Resenrch .1nd
Development Establishment (SCRDE) begaD construction or n, firing
range for ballistic testing of materials. This rnnge wns designed
for use in a ballistics testing program in support of the lightweight
protective helmet program. Various synthetic materiels were evalunted
by t'iring a .22 caliber, 17-grain fraent simulator and determining
their ballistic limit. Initial evaluations showed thAt the polycLrbonate
shell was the only plaotic material tested which oWfered protection
equal to the present steel helmet. Difficulties appepred with the
polycarbonate shell, however, due to its loss of impact stranth when
exposed to petroleum products such as gasoline. The U.K. test progar.
to determine ballistic characteristics of various materials is a
continuing program. When the U.K. determined that a ligitweight
paratrooper's helmet was urgently required, the program indicated thct
the ballistic nylon used in the U.S. helmet liner gave the best protec-
tion in relation to its weight. The U.K. at that time felt nertPin
that by using resin impregnated ballistic nyLon as a base, they could
develop a two pound helmet -1hich would give a V o of 1200. In
September 1969, the U.K. determined that a nyloi helmet with a poly-
styrene liner would be developed foi- use by airborne troops . This
helmet would weigh about -3/4 pounds but would have slightly reduced

ballistic protective capabilities than the current heavier helmet.

Current plans call for a 9 t 1 ply bonded rylon helmet which
incorporates a shape which will facilitate the wear of teleccmunication
equipment. A tool for the manufecture of prototype sheets of this
design is being made. In order to p:ovide impact resistance it is
envisioned that the shell All be i'itted with a liner of rigid poly-
sty-ene foam (11= thick). The optimum density of this foam will be
decided by experimentation. The liner is designed so that sections
at the ears can be broeen out to provide space to accommodate

z commtuication equipment or ear defenders. Soft polystyrene foam pnds
and a knitted nylon sock will ensure stability on the head. The chin
strap will be attached to the helmet shell. The development of a
lightweight infantry helmet is still in the materials research phase.
In addition to continuing to explore the possibilities of non-metallic
materials and composites, the U.K. is looking at steel, particularly
special alloy steels, steel laminates, and surface steels. The trials
on the parachutist's helmet will afford the Infantry the opportunity
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of deciding on the acceptability of the new shape and whether or not the
proposed now liner and fitting system are satisfactory. The level of
ballistic protection required still remains to be answered. This
decision will in turn determine whither or not any immediately
available material can be used for the shell or whether further
research is required. Policy on this requirement will be determined
in the near future by a new committee under the Chairmanship of the
Deputy Quartermaster General. At this time, it appears that a separate
helmet will be developed for armored vehicle crewmen. This helmet will
have bmp protection as its first priority with ballistic protection
being of secondary importance. this requirement will not be classified
under a quartermaster Materiel Requirement intil trials are completed
with a UVK. commercially develoed belet which has already been sold
as an armored vehicle crewmen's helmet to Sweden. The U.K. development
wil3 be based on the results of the evaluation of this commercial
helmet.

D. United States of America

A capability is required to proviie the combat soldier with
protection against hazards of prevailing climatic conditions, toxic
chemical agents, biological agents and vectors, radiant thermal energy
from nuclear and incendiary munitions and radioactive fallout or
contwnintion, while concurrently protecting the individual against
fragmentation munitions, mall arms fire and antipersonnel mines.

With the present day mobile army, the changes in tactical warfare,
and advances in fraLmentation munitions, it has become evident that
the X-1 Steel Helmet is too heavy, unstable, and restrictive. The U.S.
Army, therefore, conducted feasibility studies to determine what
material or combination of materials could be utilized to develop a
lirher eight helmet with equivalent protection to that provided by
the M-l.

The resalts of these studies showed that to 3chieve equivalent
protection and lighter weight, the helmet would have to be made of a
new material or the head coverage changed drastically. This resulted
in a newer and raiical conceptual design change which reduced the
silhouette, increased head coverage and provided improved hearin! and
compatibility with field equipment. After several prototype fabrications
and subsequent testing and evaluations, it became evident that more
date were needed not only anthropometrically, but basic information
was lacIing in other areas.

As a consequence, the U.S. Army Materiel Coemand has devel op,.d a
five year exploratory development program to conduct rese:arch 4n-A
exp'.or&tory studies to obtain fundamental scientific and technical
data required for the optimum devenIment of protective headgear.
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These laboratories, through these investigations, will attempt to
obtain sound data which will reflect basic design criteria and which
will relate such factors as anthropometric considerations, weight,
sizing, materials, helmet configurations, manufacturing capabilities,
sound aid vision factors, area coverage and casualty reduction to the
functional performance of headgear. The major Sub-Tasks in the program
are as, follows:

Sub-Task 1 - Development of Mathematical Head Model
Sub-Task 2 - Liaison with 7lreign Science and Technology Center,

Industry, Military Departments
Sub-Task 3 - Documentation of 14-1 Helmet
Sub-Task 4 - Helmet Offset and Sue-pension Systems
Sub-Task 5 - Casualty Studies and Area Coverage
Sub-Task 6 - Materials System Evaluation
Sub-Task 7 - Helmet Construction and Processini Techniques
Sub-Task 8 - Helmet Configuration - Human Factors

8a - Physiological Studies
Sub-Task 9 - Measurements of Helmet Forms - Hearing and Vision
Sub-Task 10 - Mathematical Model of Face and Neck
Sub-Task 11 - Physical Testing of Experimental Helmet

While work is progressing on the development or a new infantry
helmat, improved suspension systems for the M-1 Helmet ere under test.
An engineering design test (EDT) conducted in September 1971 recommended
a Product I rovement s of a modified rborne chin strap for the
M-P infantrp helmet (see Figure 7-a) A subsequent In-Process Review
(IP) recommended a service test (ST) of two suspension systems,
namely: (1) The modified standard A M-1 suspension that hns foam
leather pads added to the crown and nape straps and has a foam padded
headband (see Figute 7-b), and (2) The modified Welson-Davis Suspension
that conists of two halves of 4.5 ounce cattle leather which are
fastened together at the forehead, at the nape and two straps over the
head by means of velcro tape. An injection molded plastic mounting
bracket is attached to the suspension system for mounting on the studs
of the nylon liner (see Figure 7-c).

'he tests are scheduled to begin 1st Quarter FT 73 anI will be
completed 2nd Quarter BY 73. An IP will be held in December 1972 at
which time the selected chin strap and suspension aystem will be
approved for type classification.

CVC Helmet

A New Military Need (MR) has been established for a CVC Helmet.
The N emphasizes bump protection and relegates ballistic protection to
a secondary requirement. Two approaches have been taken to produce
a new CVC Helmet. (1) In-House work is underway to produce a close
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ttg, padded, har-faced pleatic helMet. *Thi, helmet ii In three'
secion whch aybi adjusted in~rltn to each other todbbtain a
pro~i'fi (smiar to a hocicey ,heJo t Caaiatiboi hedts fitover the heliet adreremovable. kX1,i proecio cd be
eiter ncoportedinto the mterli of heclse fit'helset or by

deiuizg blistic oheflt fit 'oVer th helmet. '(0) Claims are
msa lfor a comnritl poitajitmthit it mee"Sts the requirements
of tbs. N. A, !Mted quantity arebeing procured for evalUation. The
evaluation holbcoped y3d' Q rer 1! 73.
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Figure VII lai
U. S. A.

Modified '1-1 Chin Strap
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Figure VII le ic
U. S.A.

Welson-Davis Suspension
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SECTION VII

PAST AUD PRESENT

HEUTTS OF OTHER COUNTIRIS
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CZECHOIAVAKIA

The helmet is made of steel and has three padded leather sections
riveted to the steel shell as a suspension system (See Figure VIII -
la, b, 0). The three sections are drawn together ot the apex by a

draw string for height adjustability. The helmet has a 12.5m chin
strap riveted to the steel shell; the closure is a prong type buckle.
The helmet weighs 1450 g.
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Figure VIII -I

zechoslovakii
Infintry Helmet (Side)
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Figure VIII l c
Czechoslov.,kin,

Infaintry Helmet (Inside)

4 ~3C)best available copy..



OMW~fA

P1igure VIII - 2&a, b, c, shows the Luftwaffe World War II Steel
Helmet. The suspension system consists of a rigid steel ring 34m
wide attached to the steel helmet in three places by metal spread
fasteners.- To this ring a non-adjustable spring steel headband is
attached by means of spring steel tabs that slide through brackets in
the rigid ring. The headband in covered with leather which extends toform the head cover. The head cover is adjusted for height by a draw
string at the apex. A 12. 5am chin strap is attached to "D" rings
whieh are riveted to the rigid steel ring. The closure on the chin
strap is a simple prong buckle type. The weight of the helmet in
Figure VI - 2a, b,c is 1280 g.
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Figure VIII -2b

Germany

World War II (Side)
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Figure VIII -2v

Germany
World lw'r II (Inside)



JAPAN-

119mo Mi 3a, b,, c show the Japanese helmet system that consists.

of a steel shell -and plastic liner. The steel shell weighs 920 g
and the plastic liner with suspensiOn system weighs 355 gtis for a
total weight of 1275 S. The sus;insion system is a six point cradle
type with an adjustable leather headband and draw string at the apex
for height adjustability. A. 12.5 mm wide leather chin strap is
attached to the plastic liner. Adjustment of the chin strap is
accomplished through use of a sliding pressure clip buckle. A chin
-strsp consisting of cotton webbing that simply tiesu ndcr the chin is
attached to the steel shell.

The World 'ar nI Japanese helmet- is shown in Figure VIII 3d. The
helnet is steel and possesses tz leather headband and leather hexd
cover suspension system. Head height adjustability is cccOplished
through the draw -tring at the apex.
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Figure VII 3a
.Janall

Infintry Helmet (Front)
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Figure VIII -31)

Jaipan
Infnntry Helmet (Side)
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Fi;u±e VIII -3d

J~ipan

lisfantry Heolmet, W 11



NETHRLANDS

The Netherlands pre-World War II Helmet is shown in Figure VIII4a, b, c. The helmet is of steel and weighs llOO g. The suspension

system consists of a leather headband riveted to the helmet in seven
places. A three sectional padded leather head cover is sewn to the
headband. A draw string at the apex provides head height ndjustability.
At the back of the helmet the leather extends to cover the nape. An
ad.iustable strap is provided on this nape cover. A 15.5mm wide chin
strap is attached to the helmet by riveting of "D" rings. The closure
of the chin strap is provided by a sliding, saw-toothed buckle.
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Ft,-ure VIII-
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Figure VIII -4c

Net he rlands
Pre-Wol II (Inside)
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RUSSIA

The World War 11 irfantry helmet with steel shell and no liner
(see Figue VZU-5a, b, c) has a leather band riveted to the steel shell.
The leather head cover is sewn to the leather headband and is adjustable

* for height by a draw string at the apex. A 12.5mm wide chin strap is
riveted to the steel shell. The chin strap closure is a simple prongtype buckle. A 9 =m diameter hole exists in the crown of the helmet
which is covered on the top side with a 100 mm X 38 mm X 12.5 mm cupok.
The helmet weighs 1065 g.

Figure V II-5d, e, f shows a Russian steel shell with a spring
steel type headband. The headband is covered with leather which
extends to form the head cover. A draw string is provided at the .,pec
for head adjustability. Four spring metal tabs attached to the headbandserve for spacing the headband from the shell and alco as points of'
fasterin to the steel shell. The helmet weighs 1020 g. The chin
strap is attached to the spring steel headband and has a simple prong
type buckle as a closure.

The Polish helmet is of Russian design and weighs !475 e.

opp
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Figure VIII 5t
Russ iai

WVII (Front)
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Figure VIII -5r

Russ iA
WW It (Inside)
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Figure VIII -5d

Russia
Post WW Il (Front)
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Fi,LiLce VIII -S

Ruiss j.3
PotW4 I (Side)
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Figure VIII 5 f
Russia

Post INW 11 (Inside)
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